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Abstract:  The Undergraduate Student Instrumen-

tation Project (USIP) is a program of funding generat-

ed by NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility. This program 

provides a platform for students to design a novel or 

improved measuring device for airborne measurements, 

and then build, test, and use their device. At the Uni-

versity of Houston, this USIP program has been shaped 

by its students and professors into so much more. 

Method.  Engaging undergraduate students in the 

research world from beginning to end, the USIP-UH 

project takes an interdisciplinary team of 12 – 25 un-

dergradaute students with no academic research expe-

rience, and teaches the technology development pro-

cess to the students. Interdisciplinary student majors 

include engineering, physics, mathematics, atmospheric 

sciences, education, psychology, and more. The stu-

dents then organize themselves into project teams, set 

their own research objectives and methods, carry out 

their plans with student management and faculty men-

tors guideing them through the research and publica-

tion process. At the University of Houston we have 

unique resources that make instruments for high-

altitude balloon especially interesting and beneficial for 

learning, and so our instruments are geared towards 

this launch method. 

 
Figure 1. Interdisciplinary undergraduate research 

team 

Results.  The result of this approach using “of the 

students, by the students, for the students” spirit was a 

two year technology development research campaign 

that was capped by a three week field effort, with an 

invigorated student legacy strong enough to ensure 

future generations of students get the same opportunity. 

During the first iteration of the project, to investigate 

the upper atmosphere and Aurora Borealis, seven 

unique instrumentation devices were developed, then 

integrated into five different balloon payloads, flown 

on seven different flights, and used to collect field data 

for thirteen different students and three leading profes-

sors.  

Future Work.  With the upcoming second iteration 

(USIP-UH-II) gearing up for its inaugural organiza-

tional meeting, 26 students will decide science objec-

tives and begin design work on instrumentation tech-

nology improvements for a new field campagin. We 

will be adding planetary science objectives to our stu-

dent priorities. We are currently investigating interest-

ing challenges or methods in this area. 
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